FOG Sign subcommittee “Walkabout” 3-20-14

Restore Map Legend “Function List” (what happened to this?) Many of the Maps Cases need to be cleaned or the plexiglass needs to be replaced (we have a copy empty panels with “spare” plastic). Some maps are missing. There was some discussion of intra-campus directional signs.

Safety Signs: Take a positive approach, e.g. “Please walk bikes and carry skateboards on campus walkways” (Rather than “No Skating” or “No Bike Riding”)

We could use better Emergency signs (nice formal signs with clear information about evacuation).

We discussed a student worker who could be responsible for periodically checking and reporting on the status of signs on campus (which signs were missing or messed up, which signs were aging). We also discussed a student worker to make signs (trained to used the vinyl cutter). Those signs may need a colored backing.

We discussed 3D printed signs (3D printing of Braille?)

We need to consider correcting and reprinting the “No Smoking” signs.

The ADM building needs a sign over the door for the Canon Copy center (use their logo?) and the Pres., EVP and VP of Business Services offices need better signs.

In the CSA building, they need “regular” signs for the Student Activities Office and also the Student Lounge.

Move/remove Police and International Students signs at the entry to the right of the bookstore entrance. (Any change to the name of the building ... currently BCS).

EOPS needs signs on non-functioning automatic doors (need to more clearly point to side doors). Also, should the “old” sign remain or stay (what about underneath ... stain?)

Sandwich board signs advertising that the Gallery 2 is open (around the CSC/MAC buildings) are not very attractive. Wonder if they could have better design (more artistically pleasing?)

MAC building sign on the Northeast corner is faded (and possibly could be moved around the corner). Others look shabby too (again using a student worker to be our eyes ... could be a GIS/GPS project.

The Wright Event Center Building sign facing Day Road still needs to be rotated to the northern side of the East-facing part of the building.

Can we have a sign on the north side of the LRC (no signage to be seen on that side of the building).

ELC’s big poster? AEP needs a sign. WAM needs door signs. ECT needs a sign (not just stenciled letters.)

The MCE 123-124 classrooms on the north side have been hard for students to find (the building direction signs near the entrance to the elevator in the MCE can be misread so that a student comes in that door.) We were thinking of using one of our simple vinyl signs on the glass doors (where the directions can’t be missed.)

The Day Road Center sign by the street should not have had DRC in the upper half but should have had DAY ROAD CENTER in large letters. Also, there are lots of titles on the glass doors of that building that no longer apply (ECCI)

We should revisit the “Public Face of the eastern half of campus bordering Loma Vista.

Annex 3 & 4 signs should be removed (since they are gone ... by the way, what is with the trailer just north of DRC?